Survey real D.P. neighborhoods to measure # of parking spaces used
- in garage
- on street
Compare with sq.ft. of residences in the Beaches
Beverly Hills
Can't regulate
people who
drink beer in
their garages
Call available at 4115
- dry ice, alcohol ready
- yard sale
- requesting no weigh parking
- should be same rule for all of Santa Clara and Ocean side city streets.
Restricted parking on Blue Lantern is adversely impacting the residents.

Request removal of upper end of restricted area to allow resident parking.

Dana Travers
Rick Travers: 275-7751

Put bag over sign for 30 days to test.

Niguel Shores

Parking Strife between Residents

They charge $100 for parking ticket.

City charges $36. Is that legal?

Does city have any influence on HOA's? Phil Immel.
1. Cars blocking sidewalks and driveways
2. Need more enforcement
3. Rental overcrowding
4. Local employees using street parking
5. RVs, inoperable vehicles
6. Impacted by special events and/or schools
7. Visitor and tourist street parking
8. Residents not parking in garages

Other comments:
Write concerns or opportunities on a post-it note and locate on the map.
Too many cars
(5-7) @ one
residence so
park in other
residents zones

Camps with people
5 listen 2 them
Problems

- Sober Living Home
- Parking: Too Many Cars and RV parking in driveways
- Vacation rentals: Old and numerous parked cars in yards and on streets
- Street sweeping: parking not enforced